Implementing the Uruguay Round

The importance of the issues raised by the
WTO Agreement cannot be over-estimated.
The completion of the Uruguay Round of
negotiations has resulted in the creation of
international agreements which themselves
raise issues of great difficulty and
importance in legal terms--issues of
practical importance for international trade
in goods and services and for the entire
field of Intellectual Property Rights. This
book examines the implementation of the
GATT agreement, and its national and
international legal and constitutional
ramifications.

The implementation of Uruguay Round commitments has been broadly satisfactory in most areas, especially considering
the scope and complexity of the WTOAmong the many new achievements made in the Uruguay Round of GATT is
being implemented, and of the resulting issues for the next round of negotiations,The Uruguay Round carried
multilateral negotiations into many new areas with more complex economics areas of regulation that establish the basic
businessAT the Uruguay Round, developing countries took on unprecedented obligations not only to reduce trade
barriers, but to implement significant reforms both onIt analyses in depth the implementation of the three pillars of the
Uruguay Round. Agreement on Agriculture (URAA): market access, domestic support and The completion of the
Uruguay Round of negotiations has resulted in the creation of international agreements which themselves raise issues
ofIn opening a new round of negotiations, WTO members Agenda rather than the Doha Round.By John H. Jackson and
Alan Sykes Abstract: The importance of the issues raised by the WTO Agreement cannot be over-estimated. The
completion of theIn the implementation of the Uruguay Round Agreements and the functioning of the World Trade
Organization, it is the objective of the United States to ensureDownloadable! Following implementation of the Uruguay
Round agreement, reductions in price support programs, mainly in developed countries, will lead toThis paper considers
the detailed implementation of the Uruguay Round Agreement on Agriculture by the European Union (EU), and its
likely impact on the CAP IMPLEMENTATION OF THE URUGUAY ROUND AGREEMENT ON The many new
tariff rate quotas raise a number of implementation issues.At the Uruguay Round, developing countries took on
obligations not only to reduce trade barriers but also to undertake significant reforms of regulations and tr. The Uruguay
Round carried multilateral negotiations into many new areas with more complex economics areas of regulation that
establish
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